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From the Principal's Desk

“Don't be led away to think this part of the world important
and that unimportant. Every corner of the world is
important. No man knows whether this part or that is most
so, but every man may do some honest work in his own
corner.”
― Thomas Hughes
Let’s read on what the children have done in their respective
corners !

Highfliers Become Victors

Powerhouse of Excellence

Jahaan Patel of Grade V received a
Bronze Medal in 1000 m. Road race
& Gold Medal in Time trial for 300
M. Rink race

Aneri Doshi of Grade VIII got the
Athlete of the Year trophy in the
Junior category at Zysports 2016

In World Robotics Championship held at
Kolkata, Aman Shah of Grade VII secured
the 1st position for which he met the Chief
Minister of Gujarat,Mr. Vijay Rupani

Gayathry Parveen of Grade XI got
the Athlete of the Year-Female in
the Senior category at Zysports 2016

In Khel Mahakumb 2016, Chitraksh
Bhatt secured his 3rd consecutive gold
medal in Table Tennis

Vedang Laik of Grade X got the
Athlete of the Year-Male in the
Senior category at Zysports 2016
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Powerhouse of Excellence

Aashish Pradhan of Grade VIII secured the
first position in ISRO for making a
Mangalyan Model

Adi Jain secured the 6th position in U-9
category in Chess Nationals

Aanya Jain went for a Calendar Shoot at
India’s Cutest Kids

Anaya Johrapurkar got a trophy and
certificate for securing the first rank in
Gujarat Math Asset Examination

Vartika Khandelwal secured the first position
in Debate Competition held at Red Bricks
School

Kashvi Vadera of Grade IX won the second
position in table Tennis in Inter-school games
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Pre-Primary Wing
Fancy Dress Competition:Tiny Tots in Colours
A Fancy Dress
competition was held on
October 25, 2016.
Junior and Senior
Kindergarten children
participated in the event
dressed up as trees and
angels and all tiny tots
looked extremely elegant

Fruit Day Activity:Young Shoots Learn about Fruits
Fruit Day Activity was held on November 18,2016. Children were explained about their colours and
characteristics by their teachers.

Visit to Traffic Park: Responsible Citizens in the Making
A field trip to “Traffic Park” for Junior Kindergarten was organised on December 2, 2016. The
children were made to understand the importance of traffic signals and what they signify.
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Inter-School Events
ISRO Model Making Competition– Mars Calling...
On the occasion of World Space Week from 4th
to 10th October ,ISRO held various competitions
for young astronomers. Our School participated in
Model making competition held on 4th
October and Aashish Pradhan of class VIII
clinched the 1st position in the event by making a
model of one of India’s most successful mission–
Magalyan. He made a model based on space and
technology.

Quiz Competition– Space Out
ISRO conducted a Quiz Competition based on astronomy on 6th October 2016 celebrating World
Space Week between 4th to 10th October. Aryan Singh and Mridul Handoo of Grade X brought
laurels to our School by clinching the 3rd position.

ISCCM Drawing CompetitionWhere Brush is Mightier...
Nine Students participated in the Drawing Competition
organised by Indian Society of Critical Care and Medicine.
Anugya Thakur of Grade VII won the award. She grabbed the
second position and was awarded by the star cast of the movie
“Days of Tafree”.

Young Leaders Conclave at Red Bricks– Read to Lead

Nine Students participated in the Read to Lead Competition held at Red Bricks School on
17th December 2016. Students took part in Book Jacket Making and English Debate Competition on
the topic Technology causes harm to children and Vartikka Khandelwal won the first in Debate
(for) and Khushi Gupta of Grade II won the third in Book Jacket making.
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Intra-School Events
Career Fair– Moulding Pioneers of Tomorrow
For the first time a Career Fair was held on 6th October, 2016 for students of Grade IX to XII. The
interaction with representatives of seven universities from the North helped to sensitise students on
future career paths, the various courses available and to prepare them on expectations for enrolling into
various courses Parents were also there to understand application procedures and aptitude required to
peruse diverse fields. We had with us Oberoi Centre of Learning Development (New Delhi), SP
Jain of Global Management (Mumbai), OP Jindal Global University (Haryana), Shiv Nadar
University (Noida), Avantika University (Ujjain), GD Goenka Institute (Gurgaon) and GD
Goenka World Institute (Gurgaon).
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Rangoli Making Competition:
Getting Painted in Diwali Colours
On 19th October, 2016 Grades VI-XII
participated in Designer and Creative Rangoli.
Shakti House emerged as winner in Creative
Rangoli and Urja house in Designer Rangoli.
Creative Rangoli Winners– Shakti House– Manvi
Mehta, Samriddhi Mishra, Apurva Mishra and Krishali
Shah.
Designer Rangoli Winners– Urja House– Abhinav
Mistry, Palak Jain, Adityaraj Mohta and Aarzoo
Johrapurkar.

Diya Stand Making Competition: Festive Fervour in the Air
A Diya Stand Making Competition was held for
Grades III-V on 19th October, 2016 keeping in
mind the upcoming festival of lights. The children had to
make Diya stands and the best three Diya were
awarded from each class.
Aditya Desai (III), Jeet Patel (IV) and Miti Vadhar (V)
secured the 1st Position
Mahi Mehta (III), Dhanvir Singh (IV) and Rutwik Songire
(V) secured the 2nd Position.
Jayrudra Rathod (III), Vansh Asrani (IV) and Aarsh
Mehta (V) secured the 3rd Position.

Chandelier Making Competition: High
on Creativity
A Chandelier Making Competition was held for Grades IXXII on 19th October, 2016 There were two groups in each
house making two different chandeliers which had to be at least
one feet in height. The best Chandelier was made by Ojasvi
Maurya (X) and Sneha Agarwal (XII) of Jagriti House.
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Children’s Day was celebrated in the School on November 15, 2016.
Pre primary activity area was decorated with the theme of Fairy Land. Different game stations were
set up a fun fair which were enjoyed thoroughly by the students. Dance station was put up in the
small ground where students enjoyed dancing with the teachers. Teachers of classes III to XII had
practiced and put up a great show for students in the foyer. Students were also given ice-creams as a
part of celebration.

Masquerade Competition– Cartoons come Alive
A Masquerade Making Competition was held on 14th December ,2016 for Grades III-V
where 24 finalists had to wear masks of their favourite literary character, fictional or non-fictional and
delivered their dialogues of the character and mimicking them.
Arya Dave (III), Anya Jain (IV), Riya Shah and Aarsh Mehta (V) secured the 1st Position
Aliya Trivedi (III), Vidushi Agrawal (IV) and Ananya Goenka (V) secured the 2nd Position.
Sia Digankar (III), Manasvi Gandhi (IV) and R. Arush (V) secured the 3rd Position.
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Wreath Making Competition: Impressing Santa with Creativity
Students had a fun filled activity before Christmasdecorating wreath for Santa on 22nd December,
2016.
Kavya Joshi (I) and Dev Shah (II) secured the 1st
position.
Dhwani Patel (I) and Aarna Rani (II) secured the 2nd
position.
Dheeyan Raval (I) and Karmraj Singh (II) secured the
3rd position.

Party Cap Making Competition: It’s Time to Party
Students participated in the Party Cap Making
Competition on 22nd December ,2016 and
designed and decorated attractive and innovative
party caps.
Samvid Gupta (III), Jiya Shukla (IV) and Manav Vala (V)
secured 1st Position.
Tannav Singh (III), Vidushi Agrawal (IV) and Rishwa
Shah (V) secured the 2nd Position.
Pratham Surelia and Nakshi Maniar (III), Parth
Gondolia (IV) and Aesha Sharma (V) secured the 3rd
Poition.

3-D Christmas Tree Making Competition: Jingle Bells!!
Students participated in the 3-D Christmas Tree
Making Competition on 22nd December, 2016.
They made Christmas trees out of papers and colors
and decorated them with bells and gifts.
Winners—Jagriti House– Sneha Agarwal, Ojasvi Maurya,
Priyanshu Panda,Vidhi Manani, Yashvi Goyani, Kavleen
Chabbra, Janvi Gandhi and Angela Biju.

Mask Making Competition: Unraveling the Mask of Creativity
Mask making competition was organized on 24th
December ,2016. All students participated in the
competition. The winners from each class were
awarded.
Hiya Patel (VI), Aditi Joshi (VII), Krishali Shah and
Drashti Patel (VIII) secured the 1st Position.
Bhavna Mistri (VI), Anugya Thakur (VII) and Manswini
Bais (VIII) secured the 2nd Position.
Snigdha Agarwal (VI), Nishtha Chauhan (VII) and
Hanika Khatwani (VIII) secured the 3rd Position.
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Creative Writing Workshop Workshop on Healthy Living for Girls
– Authors in the Making
– Prevention is Better than Cure
A Creative Interaction Session was
organised for classes IX-X on 7th October
2016 with Mr. Allan Gibbons, renouned UK
based author, who has written more than a
hundred books. Students from ZSE- Vejalpur
and ZSE- Godhavi attended the session and
awakened their potential writer's spirit.

A workshop was held on 19th October ,2016 for girls
of Grade VIII– XII by Dr. Falguni Parikh
(Gynecologist). Dr. Parikh educated the girls about
PCOS– PolyCystic Ovary Syndrome. She threw
some light how to maintain good reproductive health
and how to detect PCOS in the early stages.
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MUN Workshop– Bridging the Gap between UN and MUN
A Model United Nations Workshop was held for Grades VII-XII. It was a two-day workshop held
on 20th and 21st October. The first day MUNers were explained about the rules of procedure and the
second day had a formal debate session. It was a learning experience for all the young orators.
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Teachers Workshop at AMA:
Math Workshop: Building
Enhancing Qualitative Teaching
Block of Logic and Reasoning
Pre-Primary Teachers met the subject expert,
Sonia Relia on 19th November, 2016 and
shared ideas and introduced the latest teaching
methodologies and classroom strategies.

A workshop for Maths teachers held on 3rd
December ,2016 it was conducted by Manjari Patel.
The focus of workshop is to help a teacher appreciate
the usefulness and applicability of Mathematics in reallife situation and to explore its relationship with other
subjects in the curriculum.
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Effective Methods of Teaching English Workshop
On 10th December,2016 the English teachers of our School attended a workshop on Effective
Methods of Teaching English, conducted by Mala Palani. Theteachers met subject expert, shared
ideas and got introduced to the latest teaching methodologies and classroom strategies
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The morning assembly is a sacred
platform for the School to pray
together, share positive ideas and
showcase endeavours of students in
their formative years. It is full of
facts, quizzes, presentations, songs
and a lot more. With every passing
assembly, the students grow
increasingly confident of expressing
their thoughts and ideas.

Second Open House: A Parent-Teacher
Interaction
A Parent-Teacher meeting was held on 15th October, 2016, to discuss the performance of
students . Our Principal also interacted with parents and shared progressive plans for the School to be
taken forward in collaboration with parents and teachers.
Thereafter, parents interacted with the teachers and were apprised on the progress of their wards. Parent
feedback forms were collected in order to have inputs on all areas of working .
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Khel Mahakumb 2016: A Carnival of Sports
The students of Zydus School for Excellence- Godhavi took part with alacrity in Khel Mahakumb 2016,
held between 16th to 18th October and brought laurels to our School by triumphing in various events.
More than 50 students participated and won in games like Chess, Lawn Tennis, Hockey, Skating,
Badminton, Table Tennis and Football and earning a total amount of Rs. 85000. Girls bagged the First
Position in Hockey; Vedang Laik of Grade X won the U-16 100m Race. Our School also secured
3rd Position in Basket ball (Girls and Boys) and Hockey (Boys).
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Winners on the Field – Khel Mahakumbh
Winners

Championship

Position

Level

Chitraksh Bhatt

Table Tennis

First position

State level

Adi Jain

Chess

Second position

State level

Yagna Patel

Lawn Tennis

First position

District level

Jahaan Patel

Skating

First position

District level

Devanshi Thakkar

Chess

First position

District level

Team of 16 players
(Female)

Hockey

First position

District level

Vansh Doshi

Chess

Second position

District level

Amrit Dharamwani

Badminton Doubles

Second position

District level

Team of 12 players

Basketball

Second position

District level

Aadi Jain
I got to meet really brainy
people who are experts in the
field of Chess. I learnt new tips
and tricks for the game.

Akanksha Nimbalkar
Meeting athletes of other
schools was a really great
experience. We got to make
new friends and learn a new
definition of sportsmanship.
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ZYSPORTS 2016– A Sports Extravaganza
The Annual Zysports 2016-17 meet was held on 26 November,2016. 22 schools participated. It was a
huge forum to exhibit the sportsmanship of the student athletes of the city. The guest of honour was
Colonel Akshoni Malik. The Constitutional Day was celebrated by reciting the Preamble of India to
honour our democracy by all. Zydus School for Excellence-Godhavi bagged the March Past
Trophy. DAV International scored a hat trick by once again winning the Zysports Rolling Trophy.
th
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SPORTS DAY 2016– Rendezvous Amidst Cheers
Annual Sports Day was celebrated on 23 December, 2016. Mr. Omprakash Arya, Mr. Manubhai PatelCSR Directors and Ms. Sujatha Rajesh- Zydus Cadila with their enthusiastic presence greatly inspired the
students to give their best. Ms. Jayshree Balasaria, ZSE welcomed the august gathering and appreciated the
cheerful presence of parents and others for the successful conduct of the sporting event. The event was
organised in both the grounds. Every single student, from Jr. Kg. to Grade 12 engaged him/herself in different
games; more than 50 students volunteered themselves for the event to become successful. At the end, the
Best Athletes in all the categories were given recognition in the form of special trophies.
rd

The March Past Trophy was awarded to Jagriti House for their outstanding performance. And, finally,
the ultimate Rolling Trophy was presented to Jagriti House! Overall, the 7 Sports Meet of ZSE-G was a
magnificent rendezvous for parents and their children.
th
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Trip to Rishivan Farm:Transforming Seedlings into Fruitful Trees
Grades I to III went for a
picnic to Rishivan Farm on 1st
October , 2016. The kids were
shown 7 wonders of the world
and a 6-D movie which they
thoroughly enjoyed . Icing on the
cake was added by a magic show
which left the tiny ones amazed!

Jayrudra– 3rd Satpura
shares….

I” enjoyed the roller coaster and
Columbus. We had tasty lunch
and a lot of adventurous rides.
My friends and me had a gala
time time with our teachers,
they took care of us very much”.

Trip to Mount Abu: A Peak of Adventure
Students of Grade VIII were taken to Mount Abu on 16th –18th October, 2016. They witnessed
the Sunset point, adventurous activities like rock climbing and rappelling, and enjoyed the camp fire at
night.

Samriddhi Bajpai-8th Annie Besant shares...

“The trip was really fun. Seeing the Sunset point and exploring nature’s beauty from the top of the
mountain left us spell-bound. We enjoyed the camp-fire in the chilly climate. The food was yummy and the
adventurous activities were the icing to the cake!”
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Trip to Kumbalgarh:The Relics of Past have Stories to Tell
Students of Grade V had an educational
trip on 28-29 November,2016. They
visited Kumbalgarh Fort, had a surprise
DJ party, enjoyed camp-fire, been to
Haldighati and learnt about Maharana
Pratap . They came back with a lot of fun and
learning.
Ananya Goenka– V -Vasant shares…
“ We visited the second longest wall of the
world and the birthplace of the great
Maharana Pratap. We will never forget this
trip for the rest of our lives.”

Trip to Gir and Diu: Relishing Forests and Cherishing the Seas
Students of Grade 10 were taken to Gir and Diu on 28th –30 November, 2016. They had a pleasant
stay in a resort in Gir, enjoyed pool and DJ along with the forest safari and enjoyed the Tribal Dance.
Visited Diu fort, Church and finally to the beach and they enjoyed rain dance. The trip left memories to
cherish forever.

Yash Khole XII– Prithvi shares...

“Ranging from the wildernesses of the Gir forest , to the a blazing cool breeze of the gigantic Arabian sea,
it was a great trip to look back from passage of time.”
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Trip to Parvati Hills: In the Deciduous Forests of India
Students of Grade VI were taken to Parvati Hills on 5th-7th December , 2016. They had camp fire,
were shown the night sky and the beauty of the moon and stars. They did various adventurous activities
and were shown Raja Satyavati Harishchandra Chori and Satyavati Temple.

Daivat Kale– VI-Eklavya, shares...
“Parvati hills was indeed a great experience for us. We learnt a great deal of things into the wild, which we
will cherish throughout our lives.”

Trip to Children’s Film Festival:
Journey of Young Cinematographers
Around 200 students from Grade VI-VIII attended the 1 Children’s Film Festival held at
Gandhinagar on 9th and 10th December, 2016. They watched movies like Happy Mothers’ Day,
Pappu Ki Pagdandi, Gaurau Bhujang and an animated Cartoon Film, met and interacted with the
famous Director of the Movie “Chillar Party” ,Mr. Amitabh Singh and had a short session on being
proactive in case of Emergencies.
st

Adityaraj Mohta– VI Kalam shares...

“It was really a learning experience and seeing those people who we see on TV was a privilege. Everyone
loved the seminar held there and enjoyed to the fullest watching amazing movies!”
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From the Pens of Young Maestros
Water
When I was young, I used to think,
Water comes from the kitchen sink.
But I’m older now, and I know,
Water comes from rain and snow.
It stays there, waiting in the sky,
In clouds above the world so high.
And when it falls it flows along,
Splashes out a watery song.
As each raindrop is joined by more
And rushes to the ocean shore,
Or to a lake,a brook, a stream
But while it’s down near,
What do you think?
Someone goes to the kitchen sink!
ByDinta Shah (IV-Swati)

Mother
There is a person,
Who makes me smile.
There is a person,
Who is an angel
The angel sent by my lord
She is my best friend
She is my mother
She helps me to study
She makes food for me
Oh! Father, I am so lucky
To have an angel inform of mother
Who is the best gift I have forever.
ByDikshita (IV-Ashwini)
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We all cherish a train journey. Sitting by the window, watching the trees and poles move by is a
memory we all enjoy recalling. Let’s peep into the journey of trains right from their invention to the
modern day high speed maglev trains.
Steam engines are the ancestors of the new high speed smart technology trains. Between1800 to 1825
trains had carriages which were pulled by horses. The first passenger train was the Stephenson’s
locomotive. It was a steam engine carrying people in carriages. A locomotive is a part of the train
which contains the engine. These were gradually replaced by the diesel locomotives .They were more
reliable and railways became a major carrier of goods as well as passengers. Electrical locomotives
were experimented way back in 1879 and since there has been a major transport revolutions in Rail
transport.
Bullet trains travel 3 times faster than the normal trains. The invention of the first bullet train in 1964
in Japan started a race between countries as to whose train would be the fastest. The Shanghai maglev
also known as the Shanghai trans rapid is currently the fastest train in the world. Indian Railways, the
3rd largest railway network after USA and China is not far behind. The Gatimaan, operating between
Delhi and Agra is currently the fastest train in India. Talgo, the high speed Spanish train is ready to
operate between Delhi and Mumbai. In the near future India is going to get its first bullet train
between Ahmedabad and Mumbai.
As old is gold, some things cannot be replaced. The Darjeeling rail network along with the Nilgiri
mountain railway and Kalka-Shimla railway is listed as the mountain railways of Indian world heritage
site.
In the near future the trains will be more high-tech a will replace these old trains soon but for now
we are happy with our same old trains.
ByShreya Bhargavi
VI-Arjun

La Langue Francais
C’est une expérience formidable. Je lis et ’écris le français. La langue n’est pas difficile. J’essaie de
parler français. La France a la culture différente de l’Inde. Nous nous amusons bien la langue française.
Nous écoutons les disques et regardons les vidéos françaises. Je me rêve d’aller en France et visiter
tous les monuments comme la tour Eiffel, Musée du curé, Cathédrale de Notre Dame, Musée
d’Orsay, Arc de Triomphe, Château de Versailles. C’est mon rêve de la vie.
J’adore la langue français.
ByKhushi Kumari
VII-Sarabhai
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From the Pens of Young Maestros
हम हमेशा दोस्त रहें गे
हर ख़श
ु ी तकलीफ,साथ जीया करते थे,

हार हो या जीत एक दस
ू रे को साथ ददया करते थे,
कभी तुम हमसे,कभी हम तुमसे रूठ जाते थे,

फफर हम तुम्हें और कभी तुम हमें मना ललया करते थे,

एक दस
ू रे की हम खद
ु से ज्यादा परवाह फकया करते थे,

कभी हम तुम्हें और कभी तुम हमें मश्ु ककलों में साथ ददया करते थे,
कभी हम और कभी तुम गम बााँट ललया करते थे,
ना ररकता खून से ना ररवाज से बंधा,
फफर भी श् ंदगी भर साथ दे ते थे,

ये सब बस कल ही की बात लगती है|

हम तम
ु अपनी दोस्ती पर फकतना इतराया करते थे |

यकीन नहीं होता वक्त के साथ हालात इतने बदल जाएाँग,े
हम अपनी –अपनी दनु नया में इस कदर खो जाएाँग,े

एक दस
ू रे की श् ंदगी में बस याद बनकर रह जाएाँग,े

ख़ैर हम ना तुमसे,ना श् ंदगी से कोई लशकायत करें ग,े
बस इस यकीन को हमेशा ददल में कायम रखेंग,े

जब भी ददल से पक
ु ारें ग,े तुम्हें अपने पास पाएंगे |

VIII -

.
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Believe
Hey you, Yes you!!
Have you ever looked that through?
Stop and think,
You just need to connect those links..
Don’t confine your mind to that cage;
You can’t write a book from a single page…
Open your eyes, look beyond that curtain;
You’re capable of a lot more, that’s certain…
Push your boundaries; you know you can do it;
Don’t worry, bud, the sky’s not the limit…
Widen your vision;
Don’t be scared, it isn’t treason…
Acknowledge the yellow beneath the green in trees;
Catch the white behind the blue in seas…
Turn that cone upside down;
Ditch those tracks, flaunt that gown…
You don’t need to be the Mockingjay, you’ll always be catching fire;
You don’t have to be Apollo to be able to play the lyre…
And then if they judge you, judge them back;
Show them who you are; drown them in sass…
Don’t look back, step on the wheel;
You don’t need to care, for those who don’t feel…
Rain down on the leaf, not the pond;
Then let’s see, what they got to taunt…
For, no matter how much they rip you inside;
It’s not them who needs to apprehend the charm you hide…
Don’t need the people who look for perfections;
‘Cause your beauty is in those imperfections…
Drop that frown and widen your smile;
‘Cause someone said- Being happy never goes out of style…
Don’t care about those poor rates;
‘Cause haters ain’t got anything to do except hate…
Don’t worry about the result, you’ve just begun;
Don’t call it a dream, call it a plan…
You don’t need a perfect needle, what matters is the thread;
And when you got one golden, why don’t you go ahead?
You can, if you ignore and believe;
Just go ahead and believe and you’ll definitely achieve…
ByBhavna Pratihari and Devyani Vadawale
IX-Darwin
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My heart believes that religion and science can be followed simultaneously and rather they are closely
linked with each other. Things which can`t be explained by religion is appropriately reasoned by
science and vice versa.
It is believed that Wright Brothers - designers and inventors of the early aircraft, have confessed that
the design has been referred from ‘Vaimanika Sastra’ an early 20th-century religious book. The honey
bee has found mention in the religious text of Quran, for its scientific importance for honey, wax etc.
My heart says that religion has given illustrations on prejudices and principles that are directly related
to the origin of life and the universe wherein it imagines an almighty under whose grace we flourish. To
its contravene, science has emanated with various theories with their magnificent thesis to paraphrase
the emergence of life and universe with The ‘Big Bang Theory’, ‘Anthropic Principle’, ‘Darwinism’ etc.
These theories genuinely convince that life has originated from bimolecules that took millions of years
to be synthesized and react– these theories contradict religious belief !
I sit with an unresolved question in my mind “If God created life and universe ,Who created God?”
ByVedang Laik
X-Tagore

The Poem of Belief

ByPrakrut Upadhaya
X-Shakespeare

I believe, I am capable,
The one who is adaptable
I believe, I will reign
And break away every chain
I believe I can do anything
God has given me everything
I believe I will reach to fame
And surpass everyone who found lame
I am a lion who can’t be tamed
I have been born to rule
I will change the world’s old rule
I will be successful and resourceful
And will create a new tool
I will use my every thing
To achieve every little thing
In this world of selfishness
I will spread happiness.
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Board Painting by Sia Shah-V

Glass Effect by Venisha Patel-V
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Lino Painting by Kashish Kalavadia-X

Worli Art by Vidhi Patel-V

Tie and Dye by Manasvi Parekh, Aneri Doshi and
Preya Patel-VIII
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From The Editors Desk
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“Creativity is a lot like looking at the world through a kaleidoscope.You look at a set of
elements, the same one everyone else sees, but then reassemble those floating bits and
pieces into an enticing new possibility.”
Kaleidoscope Issue III is a compilation of immense efforts put forward by the invincible
Zydans and is also a specimen of their creativity. The student today is an individual, is a
real person with feelings of self-respect, sensitivity, responsibility and compassion. We need
to recognise, appreciate, applaud and foster the fine blend of sensibilities in a child – and
thus this Issue is to be viewed as a launch pad for the children’s creative urges to blossom
naturally. As the saying goes, mind like parachute works best when opened. This humble
initiative is to set the budding minds free allowing them to roam free in the realm of
imagination and experience to create a world of beauty in words.
ZSE-Godhavi attains its eminence in the first place through the achievement of children
and thus this Issue is a reflection of our great achievers in various spheres, it also
espouses the school spirit which is built up within the school through the collective
actions, thoughts and aspirations. All these, I believe would spur higher growth in children.
It is said ,“A flower makes no garland” and thus this Issue is the outcome of the effort put
in by our highly experienced and cooperative teachers, our editorial team and the zestful
Zydans who put in their heart and soul to contribute to the Issue.
From the entire editorial team,
We wish you all happy reading!

Teacher Editor

Student Editors

Technical Team

Nivedita Sarkar

Vartika Khandelwal (X Tagore)

Meera Vyas

Devanshi Thakkar (X Kalapi)

Yashesh Pathak (XI Edison)

Raashi Khatri (X Kalapi)

Atharva Songraha (X Shakespeare)

Kirati Dodiya (X Kalapi)
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